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Go fish! With everything from scary sharks to shimmering starfish- Under the Sea Mad Libs

Junior(tm) is a title sure to entertain and educate!
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These are a boatload of fun! For the littler kids it comes with a symbol associated with the type of

word needed for that blank.....verb, noun, adverb..... That symbol is then the heading for a list of

words to choose from for that Mad-lib. It is pretty easy and has the ability to also be instructional.

This is great for a younger kid who wants to get in on the Mad Libs action older kids are doing. It

has lists of words in categories that are marked with shapes to clue the kid who can copy, but not

quite read words. Then you can read their creation out loud and both get a laugh.

My first and second grade students love mad libs! We complete them together as a group. I write

their answers in the booklet, and then we read the hilarious stories together. This is an easy and

effective way to teach the meaning of the words noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. Later when the

students are writing, it is natural to do a pre-writing discussion or lesson about using more

descriptive adjectives... The booklets are themed, so there is one that fits every unit of study.



Big hit with my kids. Once they got the hang of it the stories got sillier and sillier. They couldn't get

enough. Great, fun way for them to learn about parts of speech and sentence structure (albeit in a

simple way). My kids are 5 and 7 for reference.

I gave this product (and several others) to a young friend that recently had surgery. Being immobile

is hard on young ones, so items such as the Mad Libs for Juniors are really important. They are

entertaining and help to stimulate their young minds. I highly recommend these fun activity books!

We bought these for our family vacation so my sons would have something to do on the car ride.

They loved them! And the fact that they are larger books and easy to use made it great for our 6

year old to do too!

Had a blast with these books in the past, kids asking for words and putting stories together. Also

teaches sentence structure to younger children. Our niece had everyone laughing with the little

stories we had all created! Recommend this and would surely buy again!

My kids love these mad libs. My daughter is in 1st grade, and we are supposed to read each night

for 15 minutes. Half of the nights we do a page, she reads it, and it takes about 15 minutes... BUT

it's not pulling teeth to get her to do it, she loves them!...Of course, we have to add "fart" in for a

verb every here and there to get some really good laughs.
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